In the past decade, the design and synthesis of partially coherent beams or sources have received much attention. A vast majority of this work has focused on uniformly correlated or Schell-model sources. 1, 2 These sources are very easy to synthesize and can be designed to exhibit practically any desired behavior, e.g., self-split, 3 self-steer, 4 rotation, 5 production of needle-like shapes, 6 and generation of rings. 7 The interested reader is referred to Refs. 8-13 for books and reviews on the design, synthesis, and applications of Schellmodel sources.
While Schell-model source research remains popular and continues to mature, research into non-uniformly correlated (NUC) sources is burgeoning. These sources can selffocus in the near field and be designed to experience lower scintillation and achieve higher intensity values than the Schell-model and spatially coherent sources when propagating through random media. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] These characteristics make NUC sources potentially useful in applications such as medicine, laser manufacturing, and directed energy.
In contrast to Schell-model sources, NUC sources are harder to synthesize, and only a few papers have been published on this subject: Refs. 19 and 20 are most applicable to computer simulations involving NUC sources. References 21 and 22 present the experimental results of NUC sources; however, both use liquid crystal spatial light modulators (SLMs) to generate NUC source realizations and therefore, because of speed, are not currently suitable for use in the applications listed above.
In this paper, the near real-time synthesis of a NUC source using a low-actuator-count segmented deformable mirror (DM) is demonstrated. The NUC source is physically realized using the analytical approach discussed in Refs. 23 and 24. In the following paragraphs, the relevant theory from Refs. 23 and 24 is briefly reviewed. Next, the experimental results of a NUC source are presented and compared to theoretical predictions. Included with the results are discussions of the experimental setup and the pros and cons of using a DM versus an SLM to synthesize NUC sources.
Here, a variant of the NUC source originally introduced by Lajunen and Saastamoinen (hereafter referred to as an LS source) 14 is physically realized using a DM. The theory presented here is specialized to this source; the general treatment is presented in Refs. 23 and 24. Let an instance of a random optical field be
where j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p ; q ¼xx þŷy, s is a complex function, w is a random number or weight, and c ¼xc x þŷc y is a realvalued vector. 23 Taking the autocorrelation of Eq. (1) yields
where W is the cross-spectral density function. 1 The moment in Eq. (2) is the characteristic function of the random variable w
where P is the probability density function (PDF). 2 Note that v is the correlation function of the resulting NUC source, typically denoted by l in the literature.
The correlation function of an LS source is
where d is akin to the spatial correlation radius of traditional uniformly correlated (Schell-model) sources. 14 (3) ] that w is a zero-mean, 1=d 2 -variance Gaussian random number, i.e.,
Thus, a partially coherent source with a l value given in Eq. (4) can be synthesized by incoherently summing many realizations of Eq. (1), where w values are drawn from the PDF in Eq. (5) . Since the phase function jq À cj 2 is essentially defocus (a low-order aberration), these sources can be produced with a small DM-small referring to the number of actuators. This is demonstrated below. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup for realizing NUC sources. Coherent light emitted from a 2 mW 632.8 nm helium-neon (HeNe) laser is expanded 20Â before passing through a half-wave plate (HWP) and a linear polarizer (LP). The HWP-LP combination is used to manually control power and to transform the laser's linear polarization state to vertical polarization-the control state of the SLM.
The light is then incident on the SLM, which is used to shape and apply a 60 cm focus to the light beam. The SLM used here is a Meadowlark Optics P512 which has a 512 Â 512 liquid crystal pixel array with a 15 lm pitch. Using a diagonal sawtooth phase ramp or grating, [25] [26] [27] the SLM produces the desired field in the first diffraction order; thus, a spatial filter-400 mm lens (L1), iris (I), and 100 mm lens (L2)-is used to block all orders other than the first.
After passing through the spatial filter, the light is incident on the DM located approximately 100 mm beyond L2. The DM is a Boston Micromachines Mini-SLM which is a 32 actuator (6 Â 6 with the corner actuators removed) segmented DM with a 300 lm pitch. Since the DM is approximately four times smaller than the SLM, the spatial filter images the SLM field, at 1/4 size, onto the DM. The DM applies the random defocuses, whose weights are drawn from the PDF in Eq. (5), to the incident field. For ease of alignment, a 50:50 beam splitter (BS) is situated immediately before the DM so that it can be operated at normal incidence.
The light reflected from the DM passes back through the BS and then through a neutral density filter (NDF) to further reduce the power and is finally received by the camera (C) located approximately 40 cm from the DM. The camera used here is a Lumenera Lw135RM which has a 1392 Â 1040 detector array with a 4.65 lm pitch. Recall that in addition to shaping the beam, the SLM applies a 60 cm focus to the light incident on the DM. Thus, the camera measures near-field intensities where NUC sources exhibit interesting behaviors, most notably self-focusing. 14, 16, 17, 22 The LS source generated in this experiment had a crossspectral density function
where l is given in Eq. (4), rect is
c ¼ Àx0:6 mm Àŷ0:6 mm; D DM ¼ 1:80 mm, and d ¼ 0:1719 mm 2 . The theoretical spectral density S matching the experimental setup was found by computing
where k ¼ 632.8 nm, k ¼ 2p/k, z ¼ 40 cm, and R ¼ -60 cm, numerically using fast Fourier transforms. The fourdimensional W was discretized using 180 points per side (approximately 1.05 Â 10 9 points) with a 55.6 lm spacing. The calculation required approximately 129 GB of memory and 410 s to complete on a HP Z820 with two Intel V R Xeon V R 2.60 GHz processors. The resulting theoretical S was then interpolated to the camera's dimensions for ease of comparison with the experimental results. The W in Eq. (6) was synthesized in two different experiments. In the first (hereafter referred to as the DM experiment), the DM was used to synthesize l [Eq. (4)] by applying Gaussian distributed [Eq. (5)] random defocuses to the incident field. The SLM was used to shape the collimated laser field into a flat-topped, square-shaped beam with a 60 cm focus. The phase commands for both devices were of the form
where G was the gradient of the sawtooth grating. Here, where A was the area within the rectangle functions in Eq. (6) and G was in waves per pixel. In the second experiment (called the SLM experiment), the DM surface was held flat and the SLM was used to generate LS field instances. The phase command for the SLM was
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show an example U DM and the static U SLM used in the DM experiment, respectively; Fig. 2(c) shows an example U SLM used in the SLM experiment.
In both experiments, the camera continuously collected 66 ms exposures (the max integration time) for approximately 100 s. At that time, the DM, operating at approximately 3 kHz, cycled through 300 000 defocus screens, whereas the SLM, operating at approximately 20 Hz, managed only 2500 defocus screens. The DM and SLM experimental S were then centered for ease of comparison with the theoretical S in Eq. (8) . Figure 3 shows the following results: (a) the theoretical spectral density S, (b) the DM experimental S, (c) the SLM experimental S, (d) y ¼ -0.17205 mm (y coordinate of max S) and x slices for the theoretical (solid black trace), DM (blue triangles), and SLM (red squares) S, (e) x ¼ -0.17205 mm (x coordinate of max S) and y spectral density slices, and (f) the diagonal, x ¼ y spectral density slices.
Overall, the SLM appears to produce a higher quality S than the DM; both the DM and SLM S are well comparable with theory in the vicinity of the S maximum. These results motivate discussing some of the pros and cons of using a DM to synthesize NUC sources as opposed to an SLM. The main advantage of using a DM over an SLM is speed. The difference in speed between the two devices is quite noticeable in the attached movie ( Figure 4 shows the second frame of that movie), which shows the first 100 frames of the data collects. The upper panels [(a) and (b)] show the 66 ms camera images for the DM and SLM, respectively; the lower panels [(c) and (d)] show the running averages. Comparing the DM images appearing in (a) with either (c) or Fig. 3(b) , it is clear that the DM operates quick enough such that the spectral density S is produced in a single 66 ms exposure. This is clearly not the case for the SLM. It should be noted that with the proper hardware (which is commercially available), the DM used here can operate even faster-the maximum advertised frame rate is 20 kHz.
While DMs are generally orders of magnitude faster, they typically possess far fewer pixels or actuators than SLMs. This fundamentally limits the "aberrations," including their weights, which can be applied to the wavefront. For instance, here a 6 Â 6 segmented DM with a 300 lm pitch was used to apply a random defocus exp ðjwq 2 Þ, ignoring c, to the field. The maximum weight w that this DM can produce without aliasing the resulting phase is determined by
where / ¼ wq 2 and D DM ¼ 300 lm is the DM pitch. [29] [30] [31] Evaluating the derivative and solving for w yield
Recalling the PDF given in Eq. (5), this max w can be converted into a minimum d: d ! 1=maxðwÞ % 0:1719 mm 2 , which is the d of the LS source generated above. Any LS source with a d value less than this cannot be synthesized with this DM. In contrast, the minimum d that can be synthesized with the SLM is d ! D SLM D SLM =p % 0:0023 mm 2 -recall that the SLM is demagnified by a factor of four in the experimental setup. This likely explains why the SLM results are qualitatively better than the DM results.
It must be stated that the above analysis applies to wavefront-shaping devices where the phase is applied, modulo 2p. For devices such as continuous face-sheet DMs, other factors-most importantly actuator stroke and, to a lesser degree, interactuator coupling-combine, resulting in a minimum d that can be accurately synthesized with that device.
In conclusion, the near real-time synthesis of a NUC source using a low-actuator-count segmented DM was demonstrated. The theory underpinning the approach was briefly reviewed. The experimental results of a NUC source were presented and found to be in very good agreement with theoretical predictions. Finally, the pros and cons of using a DM, as opposed to an SLM, to synthesize NUC sources were discussed.
With faster DM hardware, which is commercially available, the approach and physical setup discussed in this paper can be used to synthesize NUC sources in real time for applications such as directed energy, laser manufacturing, particle manipulation, and medicine.
